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Animal Law Section - Washington State Bar Association Animal law is a combination of statutory and case law in which the nature—legal, social or biological—of nonhuman animals is an important factor. Animal Law Resource Center Animal Law Conference The Animal Law Office - Christine L. Garcia, Esq. The Animal Law Committee is the nation's first bar association animal law committee. It regularly addresses legal, regulatory and policy issues on a local, state Public Policy ASPCA The Center for Animal Law Studies (CALS) and the Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF) are pleased to announce that Aurora Paulsen has been selected to . General Committees: ANIMAL LAW - American Bar Association The Animal Law Conference is the central gathering point of the global animal law community. The Animal Law Conference gives attorneys, law students, Animal law - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia San Francisco, CA 94115. Phone: 415.297.3109 - Fax: 415.358.9937. E-Mail: christine@animalattorney.com. [About Your Attorney] [What is Animal Law?] It's a combination of statutory and case law in which the nature — legal, social or biological — of nonhuman animals is an important factor. It encompasses companion animals, wildlife, and animals used in entertainment, research, and raised for food. New York City Bar Association - Committee on Animal Law Provides information about international initiatives and projects regarding animals, welfare, law and ethics. Law and animals - Juristische Fakultät Uni Basel - Universität Basel Planned repository of a full set of legal material relating to animals for all levels in the US, foreign national and international. Includes case law, policies, journals, Animal Law In Canada The Animal Law Program is designed to foster student interest in the law and ethics of humans’ relationships with animals. Established through a gift by animal 12th Annual Animal Law Conference (Philadelphia, Simulcasts . The Center for Animal Law Studies (CALS), in collaboration with the Animal Legal Defense Fund, is the home to the Animal Law Program and animal law . Animal Law Program - University of Virginia School of Law ALDF’s Animal Law Program works closely with law students and law professionals to advance the emerging field of animal law. Moving toward the day when The Animal Law CenterTM provides an array of legal services for animal owners and guardians. Animal law - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia The State Bar of Texas Animal Law Section promotes the study and understanding of laws, regulations, and court decisions dealing with legal issues involving . International Animal-Law Our Mission To address all issues concerning the intersection of animals and the law to create a paradigm shift resulting in a just world for all. Our Work The ?Study Animal Law Voiceless Voiceless has helped to establish animal law as a discipline at universities, with 14 Law Schools in Australia currently offering or planning to offer the subject. Animal Law Program Animal Legal Defense Fund Provides a database of animal welfare and animal rights from pending legislation through relevant case law digests. From the National Anti-Vivisection Society, The Animal Law Center, LLC Home 24 Sep 2015. This guide will assist in researching issues in Animal Law, Animal Rights and Animal Welfare using resources available to Georgetown Animal Legal Defense Fund The Animal Welfare Act was signed into law in 1966. It is the only Federal law in the United States that regulates the treatment of animals in research, exhibition, Center for Animal Law Studies - Law School - Lewis & Clark ?Initially established as the Animal Rights Committee, we are guided by a strong set of objectives and have more than 10 years experience responding to animal . Make realistic and visionary proposals towards a better world for animals through law. A Career in Animal Law ALAW Animal Welfare Act Animal Welfare Information Center Animal rights law organization based in California. Programs include civil litigation, working to enact state felony anti-cruelty statutes, and the Great Ape Legal . State Bar of Texas Animal Law Section Promoting the study and . Our founder, Henry Bergh, believed that legislation was a key component in protecting animals and preventing cruelty. On April 10, 1866, a special act of the ‘Introduction - Animal Law Research Guide - Guides at Georgetown . 26 May 2014 . Die Juristische Fakultät der Universität Basel lanciert das Doktoratsprogramm „Law and Animals: Ethics at Crossroads“, das in die Life animal rights Britannica.com If you feel strongly about the treatment of animals in our society then a career in animal welfare law can be extremely rewarding. However few lawyers are able Global Animal Law Know more about the law as it relates to shelters, rescues and other animal. Join us at any of our simulcast sites for a daylong track of great animal law topics. Animal Legal & Historical Center 18 Jun 2015. Moral or legal entitlements attributed to nonhuman animals, usually because of the complexity of their cognitive, emotional, and social lives or . Animal Law LL.M. - Lewis & Clark Law School SSRN Animal Law eJournal This site is for educational purposes only. It is a viewpoint specifically geared towards animal law in Canada but involves international topics as well. To better Animal Law 101 Animal Legal Defense Fund Animal law has quickly emerged as a specialty legal field in law schools (Harvard, Duke, Georgetown, Hastings, Rutgers, and the Northwestern School of Law at . Animal Law - Law Society of NSW Recent Developments Concerning Environmental Law and Agriculture Drake Journal of Agricultural Law, Vol. 7, 2002, William & Mary Law School Legal